**Thieu resigns presidential post**

SAIGON (UPI) - Nguyen Van Thieu resigned Monday as president of South Vietnam blaming the military disasters that have plagued his country on the United States: "The Americans promised us - we trusted them."

"If the Americans don't want to support us any more, let them go, get out," Thieu said. "Let them forget their humanitarian promises."

Thieu said his resignation opened the way to possible negotiations for a cease-fire, but there was no immediate comment from the Viet Cong's Provisional Revolutionary Government in Saigon.

In Paris, the PRC greeted Thieu's resignation with a warning there will be peace only if Americans promptly withdraw all their military personnel and all members of Thieu's "clique" are removed from power.

Thieu's resignation - 54 days short of 10 years as president - came at 4:40 p.m. at that moment, Viet Cong and North Vietnam forces held 75 percent of the country and 21 of its 44 provinces, and had 150,000 men with tanks, rockets and artillery poised on the sides of Saigon itself - some within 20 miles of the capital.

Military analysts said South Vietnam's battlefield position appeared hopeless.

Thieu blamed U.S. "Fighting back tears, Thieu read a letter he said had been written in 1973 by then U.S. President Richard Nixon, guaranteeing all necessary aid for South Vietnam to defend itself if Thieu would sign the Paris peace agreements.

Thieu singled out Secretary of State Henry Kissinger. "I never thought a man like Mr. Kissinger would deliver our people to such a disastrous fate," he said.

My resignation will let the United States give aid and open the way to negotiations to end the nation's 28 years of war," Thieu said.

But the Paris peace conference had balked at providing further military aid to the country where it already has military defeat Monday. Americans fled in panic. The airlift schedule called for less than $140,000 of its provinces by military defeat Monday. Americans fled Saigon by the hundreds and Australia decided to close down its embassy.

Military analysts said South Vietnam's battlefield position appeared hopeless. Viet Cong and North Vietnam forces backed by tanks and artillery overran the province capitals of Xuan Loc and Ham Tan, and had an estimated 150,000 men in position for a possible major assault on Saigon itself.

South Vietnamese regulars defending Saigon were outnumbered three to one. Their defense line was pushed back to within 20 miles of the capital.

More than 1,000 Americans and Vietnamese left Vietnam Monday in a speeded-up U.S. airlift trying to stay ahead of the rapidly deteriorating military and political situation.

The airlift schedule called for less than 2,000 Americans and their dependents, most of whom Vietnamese - to be evacuated by the overburdened capital by Tuesday morning, and most of them should be out of the country by the end of the week.

Most of the evacuees were ferried by U.S. Air Force C-141 Starlifters flying day and night to Clark Air Base in the Philippines in the most intensified evacuation operation so far.

**RECENT ADVANCES by Viet Cong troops have forced Nguyen Van Thieu to resign as president of South Vietnam.**

Military analysts said South Vietnam's battlefield position appeared hopeless as thousands of Americans have fled panic. "We Americans have not given us the aid you promised us," Thieu said in his rambling, sharply anti-American speech.

"With that aid you promised us, I would not be afraid of the Communists."

"If the United States had intervened as it should have, we would not be fighting to lose our national capitals, districts, cities," Thieu said. "And we would not be facing with losing our national capital. Maybe we could have worked out something with the Communists."

**Americans evacuate South Vietnam**

South Vietnam's government has lost by military defeat Monday. Americans fled Saigon by the hundreds and Australia decided to close down its embassy.

Military analysts said South Vietnam's battlefield position appeared hopeless, Viet Cong and North Vietnam forces backed by tanks and artillery overran the province capitals of Xuan Loc and Ham Tan, and had an estimated 150,000 men in position for a possible major assault on Saigon itself.

South Vietnamese regulars defending Saigon were outnumbered three to one. Their defense line was pushed back to within 20 miles of the capital.

More than 1,000 Americans and Vietnamese left Vietnam Monday in a speeded-up U.S. airlift trying to stay ahead of the rapidly deteriorating military and political situation.

The airlift schedule called for less than 2,000 Americans and their dependents most of whom Vietnamese - to be evacuated by the overburdened capital by Tuesday morning, and most of them should be out of the country by the end of the week.

Most of the evacuees were ferried by U.S. Air Force C-141 Starlifter jets flying day and night to Clark Air Base in the Philippines in the most intensified evacuation operation so far.

In Tokyo, the American embassy expressed concern over the evacuation of South Vietnamese and American officials who had been left behind.

**Byrne submits proposal SLC continues parietals debate**

The most significant change, aside from the reduction in the number of members, deals with the redaction of a quorum. For the first time, the by-laws contain a title change from chairman to chairperson. A new office was also announced. A parliamentarian will be elected by the Council from among its membership according to the same procedures as established for the election of a chairperson. The parliamentarian will be empowered to rule on all matters of procedure.

Discussion of the report of the SLC Committee on Planning and Policy dominated last night's SLC meeting.

SEP Ed Byrne initiated discussion on a number of proposals which would change the role of the hall staffs and the hall judicial boards in the enforcement of student by-laws.

One of Byrne's proposals would give a more equitable structure to the hall judicial boards. His proposal, which he drafted with newly-appointed Judicial Co-ordinator John Lonsberg, would standardize election procedures for the hall judicial boards. Also included in Byrne's proposal was a method to make the length of term of a hall judicial board member the same as the length of his stay in the hall.

The byline proposal is a reaction to the SLC committee report which called for a more reasonable number of means of enforcing parietals on a hall level. The report states that violations of violation hours be considered as separate from violations of the University's sexuality code.

The committee report notes, "Complexions soon developed as preparation of the violence of the sexuality regulations... The report stresses the need for competent objectivity in the judicial board members."

The degree of flexibility in violation hours was also discussed by the SLC. Sr. John Miriam Jones, who chairs the Planning and Policy Committee noted, "There are exceptions and the rector should be allowed to make these exceptions in special circumstances."

Sr. Jones added that the Office of Student Affairs and the rectors should work together in working out guidelines for such extensions.
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Circle K to sponsor basketball marathon

The Notre Dame Social Commission and the Notre Dame Student Leaders Association, organizations associated with the Kiwanis Club, are co-sponsoring a basketball marathon for muscular dystrophy on the Bookstore courts, according to Kevin Sadler, member of the Social Commission.

"I think this is a good opportunity for the students to get involved in something that will be both fun and good for the community," Sadler stated. "We'd like the students to really become involved in this project, or else the chances of this being a success are very small," he added.

Members of the varsity basketball team will be on hand to start off the marathon on Wednesday, April 23, at 12:30 pm. Individual and teams wishing to participate should call the Office of Student Activities.

ISLI to meet in Morrissey

The Notre Dame chapter of the International Student Leadership Institute (ISLI) will hold a meeting tonight at 7 in the Morrissey Hall chapel to explain the goals and purpose of the organization for any Notre Dame or St. Mary's student interested in joining.

The basic objective of the Institute is to assist high school students who show interests in high school activities in discovering the techniques and art of leadership. Every year the Notre Dame chapter holds a conference in November, and high school students from the country and Canada on weekends to purchase a $100,000 home in Honolulu, Hawaii. The Observer
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Role of multi-national corporations in underdeveloped countries discussed
by Shawn Scannell
Staff Reporter

Three economists discussed the role multi-national corporations in underdeveloped countries last night at 8 p.m. in the Hayes-Healy Center. Frederick Dow, professor of marketing management; Basil O'Leary, professor of economics; and guest speaker Aminesh Goshal, specialist in marketing, took part in the discussion.

Professor O'Leary outlined several qualities of multi-national corporations. He noted that these businesses produce a product in a foreign country as well as sell it there; they take part as a fairly major factor in offering economic services to the country, they employ local nationals in the business, and that there is multiple stock holding which crosses national lines.

O'Leary noted that there is some ill feeling about the presence of these corporations in the underdeveloped countries in that they use some local capital which competes with its use by local companies.

Aminesh Goshal went on to outline some of the reasons a company will seek to become multi-national. He noted factors such as utilization of an established market there and that these companies wish to play profits into a new market abroad if the domestic one is for some reason unsuitable. What he considered to be the most important reason was that these companies desire a higher rate of return of their investment, which induces the risk in going abroad.

As to their size, Goshal said, "The overwhelming sales of these companies are many times larger than the GNP of many of the smaller underdeveloped countries. They are even bigger than the GNP of many of these countries."

Professor Dow proposed a plan for the multi-national companies to aid the underdeveloped countries. He suggested the combined efforts of capital, technology, and management expertise.

"I feel that the developing countries of the world have a great responsibility to attempt to feed their people," Dow said. He proposed a two-fold plan to work with the local governments to aid the resolution of the hunger problem.

The first part of the plan would combine the manufacturing power of pesticide, fertilizer, agricultural machinery, and seed producers with the expertise of firm management companies. This would work to set the country on the right road to recovery with a planned self-removal of the management after 15 to 20 years. At this time the country would be on its own with advanced ability and experience in handling their hunger problem.

The second part of the plan would have companies with expertise in manufacturing and marketing to work with the local government in distributing a protein-supplemented diet for the poor, consisting mostly of vegetables high in protein.

The point of the entire discussion was the need to resolve the hunger problem, and Professor Dow's remark that we should do what we can. Even if it may not feed everyone, we will at least do some good, Dow said.

GUEST SPEAKER Aminesh Goshal, a marketing specialist, spoke last night on the role of multi-national corporations in underdeveloped countries. Tom Lose.

Dr. Charles B. MacDonald an expert in U.S. Military History, especially World War II and the Vietnam War, will present a lecture in the library lounge on Wednesday night at 8:30. The lecture is on "Dissent in Wartime America" and is co-sponsored by the Departments of History and Military Sciences.

MacDonald is currently Deputy Chief Historian for Southeast Asia and works out of the U.S. Army Center of Military History in Washington, D.C. He will be responsible for writing the official history of the U.S. Army's involvement in South Vietnam. MacDonald has also written several books including Company Commander, Airborne: The Mighty Endeavor, The Last Campaign and Command Decision.
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Why is Coach Pechek Being Fired?

Editorial:

It has come to our attention that the Physical Education Department has decided to fire Coach Chuck Pechek as head wrestling coach and physical education instructor. None of us being wrestlers, we are not prepared to comment on the Physical Education Department's reasons for not rehiring him. Since we all had him as a physical education teacher, however, we wish to testify to his excellence in that capacity. It is our opinion that such a competent teacher will not be replaced, and question the Physical Education Department's decision.

We suggest that other students who have had Coach Pechek and especially those who had his physical education classes will not disapprove of this unfortunate decision.

Ted Howard
James Bichler
Chuck Mackert

Dear Editor:

While very few members of the student body have lived through the fine season the wrestling team had under the leadership of coach Pechek, fewer are aware of the injustice being done to the wrestling coach. The success that the team had this past season is enough cause for celebration and for the betterment of the Notre Dame community. However, we feel no sympathy for the administration's actions against Coach Pechek. It is not enough to base his treatment on the fact that he is a wrestler, because we noticed that the administration is not being fair to him. Now ask me, how ridiculous is that? I thought dress codes were the worst things that happen in our country clubs, neither which Notre Dame qualities as an institution. Is it? Is it? The administration has demonstrated that he knows that he oversteps with what they have given him. Student identification and student activities are involved, mainly those activities when he feels something is not right.

So now I ask you, how ridiculous is that? I thought dress codes were the worst things that happen in our country clubs, neither which Notre Dame qualities as an institution. Is it? Is it? The administration has demonstrated that he knows that he oversteps with what they have given him. Student identification and student activities are involved, mainly those activities when he feels something is not right, especially when he was not appreciated for his coaching ability. Here is an example of things that happened when he was not appreciated for his coaching ability. Here is an example of things that happened when he was not appreciated for his coaching ability.

Coach Pechek has raised the question of not being appreciated for a step away from being a member of the Notre Dame community. He has not been appreciated for his coaching ability. Here is an example of things that happened when he was not appreciated for his coaching ability.

Coach Pechek has raised the question of not being appreciated for his coaching ability. Here is an example of things that happened when he was not appreciated for his coaching ability.

Without being a "rah-rah" about it, we are in instilling into our students a desire to respect the coaching ability in the activities that he is performing. Coupled with his demonstrative ability, this enables the students to appreciate his classes.

I'm sure the reason for this step away from the Notre Dame community is not the fault of Coach Pechek. The reason is not the fault of the administration and it is not the fault of the administration.

We feel that it is critical to look at the problem from the administration's point of view. We feel that it is critical to look at the problem from the administration's point of view.

A. A. Bilker

Editorial:

Isn't it time for the Administration to stop trying to hide their mistakes and start making the decisions that are necessary for the betterment of the Notre Dame community? After all, we have been enjoying the services of one of the most important coaches in the history of Notre Dame.
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Editorial:
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In the Southeast room of the LaFortune, Rich Caron, this year's club captain, explained. In the past, the club requires something else that distinguishes it from a varsity sport. This atmosphere ranges from the recruiting process as Caron senior Kline became head captain of the team in his last year. Turning down an offer from the Pittsburgh Steeler's, Cowell senior Meares' view seems representative of the Notre Dame athlete. "We wouldn't have to even recruit. There are a lot of Catholic high school player from upstate New York. The reasons are as varied as the backgrounds they come from. For senior midfielder Tom McHugh, it was an older brother that got him interested in the sport. For Fishel senior Kevin Fogerty, it was there so he could go out and play. The sport has always been strongest in the Midwest and most popular in the Southeast. Rich Caron, this year's club captain, explained.

Lacrosse—club sport in a varsity world

It wasn't until 1932 that any outside contests were held. In the only game the sport has played against a varsity team, the Irish lost to the University of Vermont in the middle of the trip. That year, Notre Dame students had an unofficial team and defeated Michigan with a score of six to two. At the same time, the sport was expanding to other schools across the United States. In 1938, the NCAA recognized lacrosse as a varsity sport, and the University of Maryland became the first school to offer it as a varsity program. By 1940, Notre Dame had an official lacrosse team, and the sport continued to grow at Notre Dame and other universities across the country.
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Resident response varies on SMC dorm experiment

by Anna Monardo
Staff Reporter

Augusta Hall, concluding its first year in residence facilities for St. Mary's seniors, has received mixed reactions from its present and future residents, as well as from student government representatives from the halls.

According to Marty Kabbes, one of the original organizers of the Augusta experiment, this year the program involves forty-five seniors. The dorm is governed by the same rules for parietals and drinking as the other dorms are, however, it is each student's responsibility to enforce the standards.

There are no hall directors, resident advisors, or hall officers. As a safety precaution the dorm is always locked, but each resident has her own key and must enter or leave at any time without checking at the hall desk, as in other dorms.

As she explained, the theory behind the Augusta experiment is that students have the opportunity to establish their own rules, which is more than to be off campus," commented one resident.

Kabbes explained, "Augusta Hall is an experiment, and as such may be incorporated into the other dorms in the future, but this will be the last resident. The dorm is governed by the same rules for parietals and drinking as the other dorms are, however, it is each student's responsibility to enforce the standards.
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Drinking bill backed

Student lobby organized

by Pat Cuneo
Staff Reporter

The Notre Dame Student Government has organized a student lobby for the passage of an 18 year old drinking bill to be introduced in the state of Indiana next January. If successful, the bill would become law in June of 1976.

Turn Black, director of the committee, said the chances are very good that the bill will be passed because “the arguments are logical for it to be written into law.” Black adds that the group’s homework in developing effective and not-dig Vigorous arguments along with being persistent, the bill will get passed.

The committee’s actual duties involve contacting several state legislatures in the hope that they will back the bill. The group is also currently in the process of researching various issues on which the bill should be based.

Members of the committee include Jerry Lingenberger, Kevin Lingenberger, Joyce Monheit, Geiger, Kevin Houser, Ray Fernandez, Mike Sheehan and Mark Friedan.

Black believes the biggest problem facing the bill is getting it placed in the right State Com-

mittee. Last year, a similar bill was rejected by the House Public Policy Committee.

Black also serves as a representative for the Indiana Student Association, a student lobby group for the state which is being organized by Paul McLaughlin.

Student Body President Ed Byrne and Black will attend a special legislative session to be held this Sunday in Bloomington for the purpose of discussing the association’s position on the bill. This year, the association enthusiastically supported the work of former MDB Pat McLaughlin on the drinking issue and Black believes that the Student Government may work through the group this year if their attitudes are the same.

McLaughlin covered much ground in his work on the bill that was rejected. He emphasized the importance of the Indiana State laws which literally “sets 18 year olds do anything except drink.” McLaughlin held the principle “We can only expect our young adults to treat alcohol in a responsible manner if we encourage that responsibility while they are young.”

Black stated that Governor Otis Bowen will report the bill once the Assembly, “Bown,” cited Black believes the consistency of law as he was stated in his 1975 election campaign.

Why take the time to roll with two papers, and lick twice for one smoke? With double-width e-wider you roll one lick, once and you’re off! There’s no faster easier way to roll your own. And there’s no better guttered paper made. So roll with e-wider and get off on the double.

CLASSIFIED ADS

WANTED

Need ride to Detroit May 23-25 234-6535

Need 2 housemates for next term. Call Frank 234-6535

Need roommates. Earn $102 per week or more selling Valver Home Products in the South Bend area. Can continue part-time next fall. Training programs in the respect Patty and Satisfaction sales plan. Contact Us, Harriet Thomas at the south Bend. Telephone 334-6821.

Student for light work & scholarship position. Apply to Mr. J. W. Hizer, 224 W. Jefferson.


Apply to Mrs. H. G. Cooper, 354 W. Jefferson.

WANTED: Volunteer Thursday. Call Tom 8943


WANTED: Music Enthusiasts: Send your addresses to Box 6247.

Students on campus. Ideal for a new career? We are looking for a management trainee to join our management team. Experience preferred. Send your resume to: Management Trainee for Job 100. 224 W. Jefferson.

FOREST PARK APARTMENTS.

LOW RENT! 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Utilities included. Furnished. $150. Call 691-2291.

FOR SALE

For Sale: 1971 Yamaha street bike. 3000. 3 speed electric shift. 1971 $735. For Parts, C: Frank 234-6535.
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The Women's Athletic Association's (WAA) proposal to raise four women's athletic clubs to the Varsity level was denied by an athletic meeting last night. The reasons given by the board for not granting varsity status were that the women's athletic clubs "lack the funds and proposal the breadth and depth of the present women's sports have not completed the regular course of development," according to a three-year club status plus sustained interest to attain varsity status.

Subcommittee Proposal

The WAA talked to as many women as possible before the proposal before it was submitted to the Athletic Board on March 21. WAA President Jane Lammers commented Ellen Hughes and Miss Astrid Hotvedt, the advisors, "75-76 student basketball ticket prices announced"

by Bill Reink

ACC Ticket Manager Michael Busick announced yesterday the policy and procedure for the 1975-1976 season basketball tickets. Prices will be $28.00 for lower arena and $21.00 for bleacher seats, with ticket reservations will be held for students. Issuing hours for the above days will be 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. Students must reserve your student season ticket this spring. We cannot order tickets are as follows:

SFridays: January 28, February 4, and 11; and March 11
Wednesdays: January 24, February 11, and 18; and March 28

Prices

Students: $28.00 for lower arena and $21.00 for bleachers; and a student ID are required when purchasing tickets. Students who purchase their seats will take this spring, beginning April 20th.

Students will receive ordering instructions and an IBM card in the mail from the ACC Ticket Manager. Students will receive ordering instructions and an IBM card in the mail from the ACC Ticket Manager.

"We're disappointed at the meeting." said Joyce. "We commented that because of this initial meeting and that varsity status is not to be immediately agreed to by the administration."

"They think the meeting was a real eye-opener to the sports taken by the administration," commented Cindy Rebholz, fencing captain. Lammers said the meeting was a step in the right direction. "All those present in women's athletics were gathered in one room talking about the problems," she commented.

Lammers felt that most meetings would develop from this initial meeting and that varsity status is still to be considered.

LaCrosse Club beats Madison

Most athletes agree that, while the professional or collegiate level, their affinity for travelling is a significant factor. "It represents a learning experience to bring as many women as possible into sports and also as a means of increasing revenue to meet our rising costs." said Joyce.

Busick pointed out the price of the student ticket is only half that of the public reserved seat price of $4 and $3.
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